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EDITORIAL
This issue of the newsletter is a bit light on.
While Bill Bolton-Smith's Anecdotes from a Past
Era continue and the responses to them are still
strong, we could do with some more information,
news or small articles. We have no news from
Around the Traps and notes from our southern colleagues are sparse to say the least.
The Northern Project from AMLRDC is still in the
news with the "Beefman" project and Steve Tunbridge's call for help on the gully erosion problems is
well worth some thought.
Wal Whalley does an excellent job of bridging the
communication gap in his response to Bill's letter. It
seems that really we have been on the same wavelength just confused by the words used to communicate the ideas (paradigms).
We also have a little fun at the expense of one of
our most respected Rangeland SCientists who, late
last year, left the security of the public service to take
up the challenge in the consulting arena.
Since the last issue we have had a change in office
bearers - Denzil Mills is the new President while John
Merritt is Secretary and Richard Silcock is Treasurer.
We hope to have prOfiles of these new leaders in the
next newsletter.
Also you should note the changed dates for the
1988 Biennial Conference.

( H. G. Gardiner)

Editor

1988 BIENNIAL CONFERENCE

IT IS CHANGED
Please note that the dates for
the conference have been
changed.
Registration will be on June
14th with the conference continuing through to June 17th.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear George
This is just a short note to let you know that I
thought that the last issue of the RMN was very
good. The new format seems to be gaining the attention of the membership. I was only wondering
the other day when I should see a new edition.
I was very interested in the tone of the letters from
Geoff Rodda and his colleague whose name I have
forgotten already. And for that matter Don Burnside's letter could be construed similarly. Are the
rangeland scientists doing all they can for the rangeland managers? I felt that Geoff mirrored the concerns of all the pastoralists I know in that they feel beleagured by regulations, by bureaucrats, by the
greenies, by LANDSAT and by fly-by-night scientists. In the latter matter Graham Harrington (r.s.ret'd)
did have some relevant things to say in defence of
the scientific community, but I felt that it was a rather
poor apologia for the current criteria used to measure
scientific worth.
What does one do in order to amalgamate the wisdom of decades of experience now residing in the
minds of the present rangeland managers? You
may recall that I vainly tried to grapple with the subject
in my previous position and regrettably to little avail
for the task of furthering rangeland management on
the ground. In retrospect I feel that we should have
attempted more of the best bet approaches to management. This would have had the twin advantages
of co-opting the pastoralist to the project, and not
him alone, all his neighbours as well, as well as that of
making the rangeland scientist put his professionalism on the line. In many respects the situation would
be analogous to that of the physician who is required
to provide advice on the condition of a patient. He
has to integrate all his wisdom and experience to
treat a case where some alleviation of the symptoms
is required. I don't agree with Bill-Bolton Smith that
things are alright in the bush.
The economic situation must be leading to some
heartburn about stocking rates which must effect
range condition in the long term. Then there is all
the evidence that much of our rangeland in W.A. is
still going downhill. The patient, the rangeland manager and the rangeland itself are in need of some
pertinent advice right now. I wish that we could afford the lUXUry of the normative scientific approach,
but I don't think that our twin clients can let the scientists have that much time.

Yours sincerely

DA VID WILCOX
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Dear George
I have been fascinated by the series of letters in
RMN sparked off by Bill Bolton-Smith and the report
of Brian Walker's Keynote Address at the 4th Biennial Conference. The interesting thing to me is that
Bill-Bolton Smith, Brian Walker, John Withers and
Geoff Rodda are all talking about the same thing but
in different sorts of ways. I'll try to explain the common threads running through all these letters as I
. see them.
I believe that John Withers is absolutely right in his
gut feeling that Brian was talking about rainfall! It
comes about in this way.
The prevailing view among ecologists about 40
years ago was that vegetation and animals interacted
with the environment to which they were exposed
according to the principles put forward by an American ecologist called F. E. Clemments in the early part
of the century. This view, simply stated, holds that if
you start with bare rock or with a lake gradually filling
up, the vegetation and the animals on either the rock
or the newly deposited silt go through a sequence of
changes until they reach a "climax" which is in a
stable equilibrium with the environment. If you disturb this system through a fire, adding domestic livestock or some other form of disturbance, then you
push it back down the sequence. If you remove the
disturbance it will gradually return to the stable climax. This is the "Clementsian paradigm" that both
Brian and I were exposed to in our undergraduate
days. It is also the strongly held view of most of the
"newspaper ecologists" and "greenies" that are
causing Geoff Rodda some of his problems.
This idea of things probably works quite well when
you have a relatively stable climate with more or less
the same amount of rain coming at more or less the
same time each year. It also has, as Brian put it, "a
seductive simplicity" and one can very easily superimpose value judgements on top of this successional sequence. It is very easy to think of climax vegetation as "good" and the bare rock or bare soil at the
bottom of the sequence as "bad." If you use this
particular logic, then the Australian vegetation
should have been in a "good" stable climax state before the Europeans came along and mucked things
up.
If you accept this particular set of value judgements
then the use of any domestic livestock which will
push the system back from the climax down the sequence towards bare earth must be "bad." This is
another reason why Geoff Rodda finds himself continually beset by legislators and do-gooders trying to
tell him how to run his property when he feels quite
rightly, that he's the best person to be the judge of
that.

As far as we can gather, the Australian plants and
animals evolved in an environment which has been
highly variable for a very long time and is never stable
for long. Therefore, it is unreasonable to expect a
stable "climax" vegetation to develop particularly in
the arid and semi-arid regions. If you want a vivid description of dramatic changes over a short period of
time in north western New South Wales, then I suggest you read Capt. Charles Sturt's journal. Australian ecologists working (even tranSiently) in this environment have mostly discarded the Clements ian
model and believe that the system is driven by a series of seemingly random events of which rainfall is by
far the most important. The graziers, of course, have
to work and make a living in the same environment.
They are even more acutely aware of the vagaries of
our climate and the importance of indiviudal rainfall
events and how they follow each other. This view
has been very ably expressed by John Withers.

I believe that Brian Walker was trying to say that the
scientists have to discard the idea of Clementsian
succession and come up with another generally applicable and acceptable theory which will allow them
to put the interactions of rainfall, vegetation, fire, animals and all those other complex factors into some
sort of conceptual framework. The intelligent grazier
does this very well and learns to react appropriately
to different weather patterns. etc. and economic
events in terms of property management. Unfortunately it is rather more difficult to put these intuitive
reactions down in a scientific way, that can be effectively taught to students who will be future ecologists
and may be even bureaucrats. The "Clementsian
paradigm" does indeed have a "seductive simplicity".
I rather like the term "anarchistic paradigm" which I
owe to Owen Williams, as a label for a conceptual
model of ecosystem changes driven by random
events including rainfall. What we must have is
some effective way of telling those who would control the activities of land managers that Clementsian
succession just simply does not work in many parts
of Australia particularly in the arid and semi-arid
zones. It might be possible to convince the readers
of RMN but it will take a long time to get the message
through to the wider community.
Yours sincerely

Wal Whalley
Armidale

My dear Editor
I am afraid that I have been meaning to write this letter for some time, but have now got around to it having just had the best fall of rain for 4 to 5 years.
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I read your publications with interest and could not
help but agree with a lot of the matters raised by Bill
Bolton Smith. It seems to me that in the past there
has been a lack of communication (for want of a better word) between the practical farmers and the graziers and the professional or sCientific writers as evidenced in articles by the latter - interesting most likely to brother scientists but to men on the land almost
completely unintelligible.
At your 4th Biennial Conference the keynote address by Dr. Walker I am certain contained some very
valid material, but by the time I got my dictionary in an
effort to find out what he was talking about, I was lost
about half way through.
Would it not be possible, in view of the circulation
of your Newsletter for some effort to be made by scientists to use Simpler, more easily understood terminology? If such were possible a far better association between scientists and farmers would emerge.
Just a thought.
Yours faithfully

R.K. W. Street
Balranald NSW

Dear Sir
Bill Bolton-Smith's allegation that damage to arid
pastoral land is done by rapid restocking after a
drought, has all the dangers of a half truth.
The problem with that theory is that it concerns itself with the plants and forgets the soil. John Mott*
and others have shown the degradation that occurs
when the vegetation is stripped from the red earth
soils in dry periods. The potential for plant production declines rapidly for a number of complementary
seasons.
Certainly, then the plants struggling to recover
when the rains come can have the coup-de-grace
applied by perSistent defoliation (overgrazing).
The result of both these factors has been the loss
of perennial pasture over much of the semi-arid zone
and this has led to the "shrub problem" to which Bill
refers. The most potent contrOlling mechanism for
shrubs is the absorption of summer moisture by perennial grasses. The shrub seedlings simply do not
survive, in any considerable numbers (and if they do
can be burnt).
The perennial grasses are replaced by ephemeral
plants (,',11erbage") - or shrubs. Whilst the ephemerals provide good stock feed they are not persistent.
They fail to provide either good fodder or soil protection in dry periods. One result is an increase in the

variability of the carrying capacity of the country.
Graeme Caughley's calculations from kangaroo studies show that the greater the variation in carrying capacity the lower the population of animals that can
survive.
Drought management is critical to future soil status.
If you don't believe the science, just take a drive in
the next drought beyond the limits of foraging stock
and the smashed and broken landscape. You can
"feel" the difference.
The challenge to range scientists and administraters is to calculate the cost of perSistent grazing in
drought and find alternative strategies.
Further Reading:
* Mott J. J., Bridge B. J. and Arndt W. (1979). Soil
seals in tropical tall grass pastures of northern Australia. Australian Journal of Soil Research 17,483494.
* Harrington G. N., Friedel M. H., Hodgkinson K. CL.
and Noble J. C. (1984). Vegetation ecology and
management. pages 51-54 in "Management of Australia's Rangelands" (Harrington, Wilson and Young,
editors), CSIRO.
Yours sincerely
GRAHAM HARRINGTON
Director CSIRO
Queensland

Dear George
I feel sure by now you will have been inundated by
letters in appreciation of the excellent article by J.
Purvis in the latest issue of the Australian Rangeland
Journal
Just in case other members have been
slow in getting their pens to paper, I would like to express my appreciation of what I consider was one of
the best, most informative and optimistic articles I
have ever read in the Journal.
Mr. Purvis deserves the highest accolades of the
Society for his approach to rangeland management
and his demonstrated cornrnittment to the future of
the industry. His article should be required for all advisers, researchers, students and pastoralists.
Perhaps the Society might consider offering an edited version of it to the media - among the stories of
doom for the rangelands which appear with such regularity, this one is a refreshing and welcome change.
Congratulations on the newsletter - it looks great!

Carole O'Dwyer
Information Branch
Jarrah Rd South Perth.
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COUNCIL COMMENTS

Dear George
I found Bill Bolton-Smith's articles in the RMN to be
excellent and wish to offer him great praise for dOing
what too few have done before.
There is nothing like years of experience combined with an acutely perceptive mind to "get it all together" (as Bill has). It is our role as scientists to, in
part, help "get it all together" for those pastoralists
who lack the experience or perception. However,
"getting it all together" is a gradual process for scientists too and it is enlightened pastoralists, like Bill
who speed up the process by providing valuable inSights for researchers.

Marg Friedel

NOTICES

Concern has been expressed in a letter to the President, about the procedure used by the South Australian Branch to arrive at nominations for the position
of Vice-President of the Society.
Council, at its meeting on the 27th of May, discussed
the issue at great length and decided that Dr. Vic
Squires' nomination, as received by Council, was legal in terms of Article 10 in the Articles and Memorandum of Association. Since there was only one legal
nomination, (as reported in Range Management
Newsletter No. 87/1) was not in keeping with Council's interpretation of the intent of Article 10. However the option was still open until the 10th April for the
second potential nomination to be forwarded to
Council by the mover and seconder but no second
nomination was received by the Secretary.
Council would like to stress that the intention of Article 10 is that nominations for positions on Council
should be forwarded direct to the Secretary.

KEN C. HODGKINSON
President

XVI International
Grassland Conference
Nice, France
4th - 11th October 1989
Now is the time to start planning your attendance at
the above conference. Voluntary papers are being
called for now with an official clOSing date of May 15th
1988. In line with most International Conferences
there will be two official languages (French and English) with simultaneous translation. The conference
will include plenary meetings, specialist sections and
a farmers' forum and will have as a theme:
Diversity of Forage Production:
Evaluation, Utilization and Economics
Emphasis will be given to regions with Mediterranean
climate however, a variety of climatic regions, forage
production systems and animal production systems
will be covered.
Papers, exhibitions, visits and tours on the congress
programme will enable the diversity of production in
the European Mediterranean region to be fully appreciated.

00000

28 May, 1987
(Please note Ken is now Past President, the new
officers are listed for your information.... Ed.)

MISSING

MEMBERS

Mr. Glen O'Brien
P. O. Box 638
OLD
4703
YEPPOON
Your unclaimed journal has been returned to the Society. Please inform us of your new address and we
will see that what is rightfully yours will be forwarded
to you .... (Ed.).
Unknown Cheque:
The Society received a cheque
from Executiye Importers for a subscription renewal.
The cheque had no identification of the actual subscriber involved
- Could you please let the Treasurer know your true
identity?

I

I

I

I

I

I

•••••

I
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Proposal for an Australian
Rangeland Society Overseas
Conference Scholarship

COUNCIL COMMENTS (cont.)
This will be my last official correspondence as the Society's Secretary, a position which I have enjoyed
over the past two years. During that time Council
has met on eight occasions, mainly at Cobar, but
once at Broken Hill. This quite remarkable as Council members had to travel from as far away as Queensland, Deniliquin, Broken Hill and Buronga for meetings. We managed to organise one successful telephone hookup which did save a lot of travelling but
also more work for the Secretary.

1 It shall be known as the Australian Rangeland Society Overseas Conference Scholarship.
2. The Scholarship is intended to support or assist
a Society member who desires to participate in a
meeting, conference or congress outside of Australia which deals with the science and art of using
rangeland resources.
3. All financial members of the Australian Rangeland Society residing in Australia are eligible to apply.

I would like to thank those members who took the
time to write in with their thoughts and hope that you
give the incoming Council the same support.

4. The Scholarship(s) shall be awarded, or not
awarded by Council on the merits of a written application (not exceeding 500 words) clearly expressing
the reason for participating in an overseas meeting,
conference or congress, to be received by Council
not later than 30th November each year. Applications should be include details of costs and of any
funds supplied by other bodies.

Travelling Scholarships and
Overseas Conference Fellowships:
Council is pleased to anounce that it has finalised details of the new Overseas Conference Scholarship
which is open to all members, pastoralists, scientists,
students, extension officers etc. to partiCipate in a
meeting or conference outside Australia. Full details
of the Fellowship appear in this Newsletter. Members are reminded that applications for this Scholarship or the Travelling Fellowship need to be received
by the Secretary no later than 30th November each
year.

5. Funds or the Scholarshp shall be held in a trust
fund named the Australian Rangeland Society Overseas Conference Scholarship Trust Fund.
6. There shall be two Trustees of the Fund appointed or reappointed by CounCil for the period of three
years from the time of the Annual General Meeting.
7. The Trustees should be responsible for administering the funds and shall ensure that the money is
securely invested in a manner which maintains the
value of the fund and provides growth for provision
of Scholarships.

12th Annual General Meeting
About 35 members and guests attended the 12th
Annual General Meeting of the SoCiety in Broken Hill
at the end of May, in conjunction with the High Techno logy field day. At the meeting the outgoing President Dr. Ken Hodgkinson presented Mr. Dick Condon with the Society's Honorary Membership Award.
The award was made in recognition of Dick's contribution to the Society, and his outstanding contributions to the science and art of range management,
particularly in Western New South Wales. Dick's citation will shortly be published in the Australian Rangeland Journal.

David Eldridge

I

I

I

"It

8. The trustees shall determine annually in November, the amount of money to be awarded for the
Scholarships and shall make this money available to
the Council if requested.
9. The Council shall determine the amount to be
awarded to each reCipient. The maximum amount
awarded to individual recipients shall not exceed
economy class return air fares to the Conference venue.
10. Any Scholarship awarded must be properly accounted for by the reCipient, who shall provide to
Council full details of expenses incurred within four
weeks of their return.

I

I

I

•••••

I

1.1. The recipient shall submit a written report to
Council on the meeting, conference or congress attended, within six months of their return.
12. These rules may be altered by a majority vote at
a special general meeting or an Annual General
Meeting after notice has been duly served.
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"BEEFMAN"
- an initiative of the Australian Meat
and Livestock Research and
Development Corporation.
Increasing beef production into the 1990's is the
stated goal of the AMLRDC Northern Beef Cattle
Project. As outlined in the 3/86 issue of RMN the
corporation is setting about achieving this goal in a
number of ways. A three day workshop convened
by Richard Wilson was held in Yeppoon during February 1987. The workshop was to specifically address the usefulness and development of computer
models of beef herd dynamics, pasture production
and the financial recording for comparison between
different management strategies.
Richard Wilson, a director of AMLRDC and a beef
producer from Banana station in Queensland pointed to the highlights in his foreword to the report generated at the Workshop (Ed.).
"This review of s.imulation techniques to evaluate
management of beef cattle in northern Australia
quite clearly demonstrated the AMLRDC's lead in the
critical evaluation, co-ordination and management of
research effort.
It brought together the recognised workers in this
field from northern Australia and those capable of
evaluating the work and met all the objectives laid
down.
It recommends the establishment of BEEFMAN, a
co-ordinated program for beef cattle management
evaluation, within the existing structure of the Northern Australian Program. The core projects within
BEEFMAN are STATIC, HERD (herd dynamics) and
PROBE (pasture production).. When fully developed BEEFMAN will have the capacity to evaluate research findings in practical commercial terms, examine alternatives for the implementation of research
findings, evaluate beef cattle management practises
and assist in measuring the success of the Northern
Australian Program.
This review was an undoubted success and once
again points to a key role of the Corporation in bringing together the best knowledge from various organisations to address a specific issue in open forum
and to co-ordinate research effort.
This is the second time the AMLRDC has used this
approach in northern Australia and once again a clear
direction, which capitalises on co-operative effort
and which has wide ranging support, has emerged.

I believe one of the keys to success was in the consulation process involved in setting the review objectives and in defining participation. It provided the
opportunity for Divisional Administrators of the research groups across northern Australia and others
to have a direct input into the review program whilst
ensuring that the participation at the review was focused on those involved at the cutting edge of this
technology and covered projects submitted to the
Corporation in this subject area.
The Review also provided the opportunity to invite
local people from the industry, banking, education
and research fields to interact with those participating
in the Review.
Finally, I would like to thank all the participants in
this Review for their enthusiasm for the Corporation's
direction, honesty in discussion and commitment to
assisting the northern beef cattle industry.

Richard Wilson
DIRECTOR
For further information contact Richard through
AMLRDC, P. O. Box A498, Sydney South, NSW,
2000.

*****
A Further Reminder
A.S.A.P.
The 1988 Biennial Conference of the
Australian Society of Animal Production
will be held in Sydney I
11988.· If you
are planning a paper or are simply
interested in attending you should contact:
Prof. Lloyd Davies
School of Wool and Pastoral Science
University of N.S.W.
P. O. Box 1
KENSINGTON
NSW 2033

*****
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AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
BROKEN HILL, N.S.W. - 28 MAY

1987
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
The second year for the New South Wales based
Council has been a busy period in which, activities
and events planned in 1985 and 1986 came to fruition, another honorary fellowship was bestowed, two
travelling fellowships were awarded and future
events were planned.
The highlight was the very successful 4th Biennial
Conference held in Armidale in August. Participants
numbered 130, and this was the highest attendance
at a Biennial Conference so far. There were 66 presentations in the form of talks and posters. These
were of high calibre and discussion was lively. The
successful conference was due to the hard work of
the organizing committee; Dr. "Wal" Whalley, Mr.
Guy Robinson and Dr. Greg Lodge, and the efforts
of participants. At the conference I also had the
pleasure of presenting honorary membership certifications to Mr. Bill Bolton-Smith and Mr. David Wilcox
(by proxy).
Council recently accepted a proposal to hold the 5th
Biennial Conference in Longreach, Queensland in
June 1988. Dr. Paul Novelly has been appointed
Chairman of the organizing Committee.
In December, applications were received for the Society's Travelling Fellowship and Council made
awards to two people; Mr. Jamie Burton of Meekeerie Station, Western Australia and Mr. Nick Casson, a
student at the Curtin University of Technology. Mr.
Burton's award enabled him to study alternative
rangeland management practices both in South Australia and Arizona, U.S.A. Mr. Casson's award paid
his travel to field sites to research the effect of fire on
spinifex communities.
Council recently finalized details for another travelling fund and this has been established as the Overseas Conference Scholarship. It will be open to any
Society member, who desires financial assistance to
participate in a meeting, conference or congress outside of Australia. Trust funds, administered by two
trustees, are in the process of being established.
Applications are to be submitted by 30 November
eaeh year.
The Range Management Newsletter continues to inform members of Society activities and provides an
important medium for the exchange of views on
rangeland matters. Dr. George Gardiner as editor
has been successful in fostering excellent contribu-

tions from members, especially pastoralist members.
Two issues of the Australian Rangeland Journal were
produced for 1986. The second issue was later
than usual due to Mr. John Lawson, the Business
Manager, being involved in a motor accident. The
Journal continues to be well supported; for 1985,
1986 and 1987 the page numbers were 109, 148
and 152 respectively. Complimentary copies of the
last issue were sent to 150 selected Australian and
overseas institutions currently not receiving the
Journal in an attempt to boost circulations libraries.
The Editorial Committee, chaired by Dr. Ron Hacker,
continues to maintain a good standard and smooth
processing of papers and articles for the Journal.
There has been adequate offering of papers
through the year and the time from receipt of manuscript to publication is very satisfactory at 6 and 12
months. However, Council is still concerned that a
high proportion of papers dealing with rangeland research are published elsewhere.
The Publications Committee continued to play its important role in overseeing the publication activity of
the Society. Recently they made application for the
Australian Rangeland Journal to be included in the
list of journals covered by Current Contents. If successful, this will mean that the Journal will be more
frequently cited, especially by overseas scientists.
The SOCiety's branches at Broken Hill, Adelaide and
Carnarvon remain active with well organized and successful field-based activities during the year.
Soon after this Council took office, we set ourselves
five goals. Goal one was to increase membership
from 470, as it was in 1985, to 700. We considered
there were many potential members of the Society,
particularly pastoralists and educated lay people,
who would be interested in joining and that distribution of a well-presented brochure, introducing the
Society would increase membership. This brochure
is now being prepared and hopefully membership
will be boosted this coming year. Currently membership stands at 545; a modest increase since 1985.
Goal two was to encourage formation of more local
branches. Council met with several leading pastoralists in the Cobar district to discuss formation of a local
branch in the Cobar/Bourke area of N.S.W. The
conclusion was that State Departments already had
good extension programs underway and there was
no obvious niche for a local branch in this area.
continued Page........ 9
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ORO RIVER STATION:
AN ERODED HISTORY
Ord River Station, in the East Kimberley region,
has been, and possibly still is some of the finest
cattle grazing country in Northern Australia. Unfortunately it has been severely overgrazed and is still activelyeroding. This article is a thumbnail sketch of
the history of Ord River Station and may put the soil
erosion and siltation of Lake Argyle into an historical
context.

In the early 1940's, a survey conducted by F. G.
Medcalf estimated over 700 square miles of the Ord~
Turner region was eroding.
He wrote, describing the Turner Plain, north of the
Hardman Ranges " ... the whole area constitutes
sheet erosion of the most virulent type, breaking into
gullying, where the slopes into creeks cause accelerated water run-off ..."

It was after Alexander Forrest's expedition through
the Kimberley region in the late 1870's and his subsequent glowing reports of the land, that lead to the
first pastoral leases being taken up in the Ord catchment.
Forrest's description of "splendid grassy
plains ..." and "being so well watered, and the soil so
good, this district will support a very large number of
sheep ... " certainly attracted a great deal of interest,
and a rush to take up the leases. Among those to
take up land, were J. A. Panton, P.M. & W.H. Osmond, who became Ord·River Station's first owners.
Robert Button (Ord's first manager) along with Nat
Buchanan bought the first cattle onto the Ord catchment, and on June 28th 1884, arriving at the Forrest
Creek, three kilometres upstream from its junction
with the Ord River, established the first European
settlement in East Kimberley.

"A few small dead trees only are left; the others
have fallen; and low mounds of drift soil material
have accumulated around the logs, presenting an
uncanny looking bare hummocky appearance.
Judging from the exposed roots of the trees still
standing it is estimated that approximately four to six
inches of soil, representing the whole of the fertile
surface soil have been removed by the agency of
wind and water.

There is no doubt that the Ord frontage provided
good cattle grazing country, however, it is from Forrest's journal that we get the first indication that the
land was susceptible to erosion. He writes "the
night was very dark and we were obliged to proceed
with care, for the long grass hid from us many a dangerous gully."
So it appears that the erosion,
caused by natural elements, was already in place,
and by introducing cattle to the area, man has accelerated the erosion processes.
While it is virtually impossible to state accurately
how many cattle grazed Ord River Station, figures of
60,000 - 100,000 head were being talked of by the
turn of the century. Overgrazing was the norm.
One report describes how the stockmen rode for two
days over nothing but bare soil. The attitude that
the country would recover when the rains came certainly applied here.
Ord River Station (or Plympton St. Mary's as it was
also known) had numerous managers and owners,
until the early twenties, when the Vestey empire
took control of the lease, (along with several adjoining properties). There was no stock control, bare
soil areas enlarged and the gullies became deeper.

"Old records show that this tract of country was
once well grassed; but now in its stead there exists
on Turner Station, an area of 200 square miles consisting of worthless desert... "
Readers familiar with the Turner Plain region will
know now that it has undergone successful regeneration, and while there are still countless gullies, the
plain is well covered with Birdwood grass, Buffel
grass and Kapok bush. This leads me to the next saga of the station's history.
In 1960, the Department of Agriculture's Ord River
Catchment Regeneration Project commenced. Its
aim - to halt the erosion, eliminate the threat to the
planned Ord River Dam, and return valuable grazing
land to production.
The plan was to attack the basic cause of the trouble - removal of vegetation cover through overgrazing. Hence control of grazing within the area was the
first priority, and a large scale fencing programme was
undertaken, which divided the area into 18 large
paddocks. This allowed destocking prior to cultural
treatments. Cultural operations were aimed at increasing water penetration, providing a seed bed,
and reducing the wind velocity at ground level. All
operations were conducted on the contour. Numerous implements were tried including the opposed
disc plough, an opposed disc pitter and a chisel
plough. Each had varying success, depending upon the ground conditions.
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Native grass seed was non-existent on the large
bare areas and it was necessary to seed introduced
perennial species. Buffel and Birdwood Grasses
(Cenchrus sp.) and Kapok bush (Aerva javanica)
were selected, all of which had been successfully
grown experimentally on the catchment, and were also readily available. Initially, the regeneration of the
eroded and bare areas was poor, however, after a
couple of good seasons, the response was spectacular. There is little doubt, that the protection from
grazing was the essential ingredient for success.
By the early 1980's, more than 40,000 ha had
been culturally treated, some of it three times and
more than 110,000 hectares was controlled by fencing. Recovery was sufficiently complete to enable
restocking of selected areas. The role of the station
was expanded by the establishment of the Ord Regeneration Research Station. Cattle management
and breeding trials, pasture management and monitoring studies commenced in earnest in 1981.
Regeneration of degraded land still remained a
high priority, and although cultural treatment had virtually ceased by 1985 the more difficult areas west of
the Ord River and along its frontage were now given
a high priority. A destocking programme of a magnitude never before seen on the station was undertaken during 1985 and 1986. This essential first step in
the regeneration process netted almost 20,000
cattle. A specialist team from the Department's Fitzroy Regeneration Project then cultivated several
thousand hectares of the accessible areas affected
by sheet erosion using a disk pitter.
The recipe of fence to control cattle, destock, CUltivate and reseed with aggressive introduced pasture
species has worked over much of the 40,000 hectares of relatively flat non-gullied land. However,
Lake Argyle (the Ord Main Dam) continues to silt up
at rates well above those predicted prior to construction. Early thoughts lean towards the theory that
with the effective recovery of upper slopes run-off
may well have been reduced, however, infiltration
rates dictate that with rains of tropical intensity there
must be run-off. This run-off, now almost sediment
free, eventually reaches an existing gully or rill
(established during earlier erosion events). The
drop into the gully provides the energy and the clean
water the capacity to pick up soil particles so the erosion continues. Thus the majority of sediment now
entering the dam may originate from gully extension,
widening and deepening.
The Western Australian Department of Agriculture
hopes to be able to offer a solution to the siltation
problem but is aware that the easy task has been
completed. By concentrating on the gully erosion
and areas of steep slope excluded from the original
mechanical treatment the main silt shedding areas
will be quantified and critical physical features predis-

posing erosion identified. Once identified recovery
will be dependent on the selection and testing of appropriate control measures over small (but complete)
catchments. Successful measures will then be applied to larger areas to test the economic feasibility of
large scale gully control.
Ord River Station has suffered from the effects of
overgrazing over the past 100 years. Management
of the land in ignorance of its capabilities and needs
has, in this graphic illustration, reduced its capacity to
produce. The long-term effects of this abuse could
well be a burden into the 21 st century which brings
to mind a quote from a recent A.R.J. article: "If you
nurture the land, it will sustain you forever; abuse it
and it will break you." J. R. Purvis (1987).
Your experiences and thoughts could help the Department's Rangeland Management officers best decide how to overcome the effects of past abuse so
that once again the land will be productive and the
life of the dam secured.

(Ed. If you have any ideas, experience or interest
please contact Steve at the W.A.D.A. Kununurra
Office, Ph. (091) 681166 or P. 0. Box 19,
Kununurra WA 6743. Give Steve a chance to
prove the first half of Purvis' law).

President's Report (continued)

Council considered this applied to other areas too
and that there was little more that could be done at
this time, in addition to the financial support already
available.
Goals three, four and five were related; increase
contributions to the RMN, promote grazier participation in the Society, and promote greater interaction
between members via the RMN. Under the direction
of Dr. Gardiner, grazier contributions to the RMN
have increased and recently there has been a noticeable increase in interaction between correspondents. At the Biennial Conference there were also
excellent contributions made by pastoralists. Whilst
Council is satisfied with its progress over the past two
years, it considers these should be adopted by the
next Council. It is only through the support of pastoralist members and open communication between
all members, that the Society will remain strong and
continue to grow.
In conclusion, I wish to record my appreciation to Mr.
David Eldridge, Dr. Tony Grice and Mr. Darryl Green,
who have done an excellent job as Secretary, Treasurer and Subscriptions Secretary respectively for
the past two years. I wish the incoming Queensland
based CounCil, led by the next President, Mrs. Denzil Mills, every success in managing the Society's affairs, for the next biennium.
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ANECDOTES FROM A PAST ERA
No.. 3
HAVING LOTS OF LAMBS
I guess I almost grew up with some sort of a fetish
about high lambing percentages. I think it would be
fair to give my late father the credit for that, because
he also had some sort of a fetish about high lambing
percentages. Our property, Wilangee was noted for
high lambing percentages.
I don't think we need dwell on why it is desirable to
own ewes (and rams) which produce a lot of lambs,
especially if one lives on a property which is well suited for lamb production. The benefits of having more
wethers for sale and more young ewes from which to
select replacement breeders should be quite obvious. There are other benefits too.
It is intere$ting to note though, that I have heard at
least one well-known and apparently successful grazier say that it was not desirable to produce twin
lambs in Pastoral country because they were always
weedy and undernourished and did not grow out
into as big or robust sheep as single lambs did. I
would argue strongly that in 12 months you could
not pick the difference and in fact I did not mind the
odd set of triplets we produced either. Somehow I
suspect that his lambing percentages may not have
measured up so well !!
The thing that should be exercising our minds is
why some flocks on some properties produce so
many more lambs than some flocks on other properties do. I am going to subscribe to some of my pet
theories on this very important subject to provoke a
discussion. We could start by looking at the more
obvious factors.

1. predators
Fairly well accepted I should say but none the less
important.
I would rate wild dogs and wild pigs as the main predators, and anyone who has either or both of these
around is definitely off to a bad start.
Despite much that has been written on wedgetailed eagles and foxes, I still believe that in certain
seasons and under certain circumstances, either or
both of these can have a major effect on the number
of lambs reared. I say they do attack strong healthy
lambs under these conditions.

I know of at least two cases many years apart (one
on Wilangee before my time) when shepherding was
resorted to in an effort to keep wedge-tailed eagles
away from lambing flocks and even then the losses
were substantial despite large scale poisoning and
trapping as well.
I do not rate crows highly as predators of healthy
lambs.

2. Type of Country
I am not sure just how much weight to give this one
but I feel that it is worth consideration. Certainly anyone rearing lambs in rough hilly country or thick scrub
country or maybe country which lacks a variety of
feed (e.g. spear grass country) would be at a disadvantage. In the first two there would be management problems in getting clean musters and handling ewes and lambs under those conditions. I suspect in the other there would be nutritional and grass
seed problems as well.
However, I believe that other things can be more
important.
To quote an instance. I recall when Corona Station
was cut up in 1950, that the chap who was allotted a
block which included much of Corona's traditional
lambing country, also bought some Corona ewes to
put on the property. Because Corona usually did
not have very good lambing country and that was accepted. The new owner went along getting poor
lambings and accepted the situation until by chance
he bought a line of old Wilangee ewes from someone we had sold them to as cast for age. They were
going on 10 years of age by then and shook the very
foundations of the whole district when they produced, at marking, 94% of lambs - something never
heard of on that country. This brings me to my pet
idea and that is:-

3. Bloodlines
I am firmly convinced that blood lines could hold
the key to a lot of the problem, and that some lines of
sheep are just naturally more virile and fertile than
others. Wilangee cast for age ewes went to many
properties around the Broken Hill district as well as
other more favoured areas and with few exceptions,
the owners were always delighted with the lambings
they got, especially in the first year as they were usually sold off shears and mated each year. The odd
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exceptions I think could be traced to the type of
country and maybe predators.
Wilangee flock was based on the South Australian
Bungaree blood line and for many years our rams
came from Kalabity Station which was north of Olary
on the Adelaide-Broken Hill railway line. It was in the
Pastoral Zone and owned by the Anama Pastoral
Company whose parent stud was Anama in the mid
north of South Australia.

We changed to North Bungaree Stud, which is
situated in the more favoured mid north of South
Australia near Booboorowie and so the rams came
from a better rainfall country to us in the pastoral area.
While this was new for us, it was quite common in
the Broken Hill district and most rams for Broken Hill
came from studs in the mid north of S.A.

They were big framed, strong woolled (58-60's in
the old code), long legged sheep ideally suited to
pastoral country, and they knew exactly why we
bought them, and set about with much enthusiasm
each year, intent on producing as many lambs as
possible in the time allowed.

What I noticed however was the amazing difference in the stamina of the rams from the mid north
versus those from the Pastoral country. We had
been in the habit of buying rams at 18 months of age
and virtually putting them straight to work. It is worthwhile to note that we always mated in the summer
and the rams were put out with the ewes in mid December where they remained until shearing in mid
February.

I do not have evidence or data from properties
which ran sheep carrying a finer wool than ours, but I
have always suspected that there was a definite factor in favour of the stronger woo lied sheep in that
country.

We started bringing the North Bungaree rams up in
about September and found that they were not
standing up to the matings at all well so we started
getting them up in May to give them more chance to
acclimatise.

I also do not have data on other blood lines such as
Collinsville (S.A.) or the Peppins, etc., in N.S.W.
Maybe someone can help there. It may be shown
that other blood lines do just as well. The fact remains however, that people I knew, who used Kalabity rams got good lambings. They may bring in another factor on which I have some thoughts:-

Where the different performance was most noticeable when we came to muster for shearing. Of
course the weather was still hot in February and
some mobs were called on to walk 8 to 12 miles after
having been mustered from their paddock. After a
short distance in the heat we would soon notice that
the younger rams were distressed and lagging behind and in fact, we lost some despite giving them a
ride in a vehicle for much of the journey. At the
same time many of the then fairly old Kalabity rams
were up near the front of the mob and still making the
most of every opportunity to increase the lambing
percentage just a little more!

4. The Type of Country from which
the Rams Came
Having used Kalabity rams for so long that Wilangee sheep were almost as Kalabity as Kalabity sheep,
some changes took place.
The owners of Kalabity purchased Moorna Station,
about 20 miles west of Wentworth on the River Murray, and because it was a more assured rainfall and
had access to lots of water and a lot of Island country
they moved all their breeding flocks to Moorna and
started breeding their rams there.
For a few years they lost a lot of size in the rams
produced and we changed to Cappeedee blood
(then a pure Murray strain and not related to Bungaree or Collinsville) for about 3 years. While I do not recall any noticeable change in lambing performance, I
do recall that we felt that the new blood did not mix
well with the Kalabity type and as Moorna had by
then regained their size, we moved back there and
later back to Kalabity when they recommenced
breeding rams there.
Eventually both properties and flocks were sold
and ram breeding ceased on both properties, so we
had to look elsewhere for rams.

I was so concerned about this that I decided, while I
still had some Kalabity biood'ieft, to breed my own
rams at Wilangee. We selected 220 of what we considered the best ewes from all ages, but especially
the older ewes which were still Kalabity blood, and
the classer selected the 4 best rams of Kalabity
blood from our ram flock and we started a replacement breeding flock of our own. I had only produced about 3 drops of lambs from that flock when I
sold the property so it was something of a nonevent.
The rams I bred showed some promise
though.
I suppose the point for discussion here is; was it
that the rams came from better country and did not
like the change, or was it the change in blood lines
(both were Bungaree blood) that produced this drop
in stamina and performance? I am plugging for the
area from which the rams came. There was no notic.r,able drop in lambing performance at that stage
but then there was not much time for a change to appear because our ewes and some of our rams were
still basically Kalabity blood.
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5. Culling Dry Ewes on their
Second Lambing
In about 1960 I decided that there may be a link between "shy" breeders (Le. ewes which did not produce a lamb or lambs each year) and the overall fertility of a flock. As I felt it a little unfair to cull ewes because they did not produce a lamb in their first year, I
decided to "wet and dry" all ewes on their second
lambing and mark the dry ewes clearly so they could
be separated at shearing and sold off-shears.
We always warned the buyers of the reason for
them having been culled as they were mostly sold at
auction, and we did not to get a bad name by selling
breeders a "dud" line. Certainly not all ewes were
barren because one year when I kept dry ewes until
after lambing because of low prices at normal sale
time, and I always mated them at the same time as our
flock ewes anyway, I was surprised to find that they
marked 94% of lambs.
We also found that not all ewes who were "wet" in
that year produced a lamb in the next because the
percentage was never as high as it was if worked out
on "wet" ewes only and lambs produced. However it
did bring about a handsome rise in the performance
of ewes in subsequent years. This was important in
itself because it meant we were producing more
lambs with less ewes carried and when they were
sold as cast for age, we had some very satisfied customers. A happy customer is always a good advertisement even in stock sales. Our best was 136%
from 5 year old ewes.
What I was really aiming for though was an eventual
improvement in the performance of the young ewes
on their first lambing. Even after nearly 20 years of
removing the dry ewes from the 3 year olds every
year when the season was good enough for one to
reasonably expect them to have reared a lamb, there
was not really a dramatic improvement in the performance of the young ewes on their first lambings.
While I could not claim to have achieved my aim, I still
felt it worthwhile and would still be doing it even if
only for the other reasons mentioned.

6. Shearing Rams and Crutching
Ewes for Mating
For many years we always shore our rams twice per
year (in February and September) in the belief that
they did better on the available feed, and it was an
advantage to have rams carrying only 2 months wool
mating with ewes carrying 9 months wool. The
weight of wool that the rams were required to carry I
consider was the main advantage.
I have no evidence to support my belief that it was
an advantage to have the ewes crutched for mating.
Some years for variOUS reasons we did not crutch

and there was no noticeable difference in performance. However, I do believe it is an advantage and
certainly more kind on the rams and ewes for that
matter. It also saved a lot of stained wool around at
shearing.

7. Regular Mating Time
I think there is a distinct possibility that rams and
ewes become attuned in time to a regular programme on a property and I feel that mating at the
same time each year can be an advantage. As mentioned earlier, we always put our rams out in mid December.
They were removed from the ewes at
shearing and run as a separate flock until next mating
time. Work done at Fowlers Gap Research Station
showed that the summer months were the worst time
for mating and yet our sheep still performed extremeIywell.
My reason for mating at that time was that I preferred a winter lambing in that area because, although we could have some very cold nights in winter, it was my belief that weather conditions generally
could be expected to be much more kind in winter
than at any other time. If we had a wet winter, it was
common for the ewes not to water at all during lambing so there was no need to inspect waters regularly
and so disturb the sheep.
Blowfly activity could be expected to be nonexistent or a least at its lowest possible ebb. at that
time. Another reason for not disturbing the sheep.
Lamb marking would be completed and all lambs
and their mothers jetted in August before the first expected fly wave.
It was only in the last 3 years I was at Wilangee that I
started mulesing our sheep and that was done at
lamb marking time by contractors. It was a result of
buyer demand and not because I felt it necessary for
my own management to muise, but then that is another story. I must admit that I was out of step with
the district generally on that one.
Because our matings were very successful at what
appears to be the wrong time of the year, I give considerable weight to my theory about the effect of a
regular programme. From 1950 to 1982 we mated
every year that the sheep were considered strong
enough to mate, no matter how dry the season at
that time. I did this because I felt that no one could
tell what the season would be like in 5 months time,
and if we did happen to lamb in a drought, we mainly
only lost the lambs and not so many ewes. The figures show that in all those years we only had about 3
disaster lambings.
In the 1950's we had 2 lambings per year for 3
years to speed up the recovery from our worst ever
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drought. This meant a winter and a summer lambing.
The first 2 summer lambings were good as we had
rain during lambing. The third was a dry summer and
the lambing something of a disaster. I certainly do
not recommend summer lambings in that country.
Hopefully this will give food for thought and an exchange of ideas on this subject.

w.

Bolton Smith

June 1987

AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND
SOCIETY TRAVELLING
FELLOWSHIP AWARD
The Societies Travelling Fellowship Award for
1986/87 was awarded to Mr. Jamie Burton - a nomination from the West Gascoyne Branch, Western
Australia.
Mr. Jamie Burton, 18, was nominated by his parents Peter and Gene Burton of "Wooleen" and
"Meeberrie" Station in the Murchison, W.A.

Update of New Members
Jamie Burton
Mullewa
WA

I. Noy-Meir
Hebrew Univ.
Jerusalem

D'arcy Gibbs
Brookstead
alD.

David Roshier
Dept. of Agric.
Broken Hill

Richard Holt
lapstone
N.S.W.

Martin Westbrooke
Ballarat CAE
Ballarat

' Ronlukoshck
Menindee
N.S.W.

louise Fuller
Randwick
N.S.W.

Mutooroo Stn.
Cockburn
S.A.

Don Holt
Delny Station
Alice Springs

Eddie Van Etten
Curtin Univ. of Tech.
W.A.

Ulydale Stn.
Yunta
S.A.

Aileen Emerson
Comm. Dev. Bank
Adelaid

lee McNicholl
Mt. Isa
alD.

Dennis Hilder
Busselton
W.A.

Roland Pittar
Dept. Agric.
Port Agusta

Stephen lewer
Redwood Park
S.A.

R.W. Smith
Menindee
N.S.W.

John McKeon
Roto
N.S.W.

G.F. Wilkin P/l
Cockburn
S.A.

Jamie was granted $1500 under the Award to assist in the travel costs for his tour of the rangelands in
Australia and America.
The itinerary was organized to cover Jamie's interests in rangelands. In particular Jamie has concentrated on these aspects of rangeland management.
* Pasture regeneration techniques
* The balance between water supplies and stock

numbers, especially water supply planning and
layout
* Stock breeding practices
* Goat management

As part of his tour Jamie has been hosted by a
number of people in Australia and America.

Jamie has worked and spent time with:
len and lynne Boladeros, Yandal Station
John and Hazel Chappell, Chowilla Station
Soil Conservation Service (NSW), Broken Hill
Professor Phil Ogden
School of Renewable Resources
University of Arizona
TUCSON, ARIZONA USA
Bazy Tankersley, Flat Ranch, Williams, ARIZONA
USA
Jamie is currently still in America and by all reports
considers the experience very worthwhile .
The West Gascoyne Branch would like to thank the
people who assisted in helping organizing and hosting Jamie's tour. Jamie will be reporting on the tour
when he returns.

D. Beurle
SECRETARY/TREASURER
WEST GASCOYNE BRANCH
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JIll
degraded rangeland so as to preEvery now and then we have the
vent siltation of
pleasure of hearing
rr====================i1
Lake
Argyle and
stories about eminent members of
simply managing
a very large budour society.
Often
get, were rethese stories don't
come to · light until
solved.
(For those of you
major events such
who
don't know
as the congress, or
ORRS covers an
in the current exarea of about one
ample a retirement
million hectares
party, loosen the inhibitions.
some of which are
criss-crossed with
As mentioned in
gullies, some
our last issue one of
the founding memwhere cultivation
bers, and honorary
has been successful
and many
life member of the
Australian Rangewhich are the
land Society, Mr. Daroughest black
vid Wilcox, retired
soils you could
wish to encounter.
from his position as
While there are
Principal Adviser
tracks through
with the W.A. Demuch
of
the
area
and numerous
partment of Agriculture's Rangepaddocks one cannot always be
land Management Branch.
Records
sure one is where one thinks one
were set for the number of retireis. Ed.)
ment parties held for David, howDavid's regional officer, new to
ever, it was at the official Departthe job and still, to some extent remental function that he related the
taining his links with his colonial
following story.
past, David Pratchett, was directing
As part of his wide-ranging duties
the tour of the regeneration and
David was responsible for the manresearch areas.
Prime among the
agement of the Ord Regeneration
problems discussed on the day was
Research Station in the catchment
the problem David (Pratchett) was
of the Ord River.
This responsibilihaving with scrub (Mickey) bulls
ty entailed occasional visits to the
in his weaning trial.
It would
station during which many of the
seem that despite many thousands
current problems of running a reof dollars worth of introduced
search programme, regenerating
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Brahman bulls most of the supposed Brahman/Shorthorn cross
calves were still 100 per cent
shorthorn.
After bouncing across seemingly
endless miles of regenerated
rangeland on the rudimentary
tracks the intrepid duo came upon
the trial paddock (or so they
thought).
Upon topping a particularly rough limestone rise there before them was one
of these offending
bulls. Sliding to a
halt in a cloud of
deep red dust, the
conversation went
something like
this:-

however, David (Pratchett) was at
last convinced and the trusty 308
used to end the marauding days of
the mickey bull.
Feeling well
pleased with themselves the intrepid duo bounced their way back
to the homestead.
Sometime later when, tinnies in
hand, discussing the day's journey
with the manager, the conversation
got around to where they had gone.
Knowing the
country better than
the duo he asked:"You would have
come through the
paddock north of '
your weaning trial.
We've got a new
stud bull in there,
didn't see him did
you? Cost us a
packet but he's big
enough to put some
size back into these
shorthorns. "

"There, I told you,
another of those
bloody mickeys.
We'll never get any
crossbred calves if
we don't get rid of
them all."
"Well, there is a
solution, you could
A furtive glance
blow him out."
was said to have
"The manager
passed between the
doesn't particularly
two Davids and our
honorary life memapprove of shooting
I!::::==================:!J ber responded:bulls, they are
worth money you know.
This is a
big one, probably worth $500."
"New bull ?"
"Look, the integrity of your
"Expensive ?"
trial is at stake, I say you
"Large ?"
should shoot him now, he'll do
more than $500 worth of dam"N 0, we didn't see one ..... "
age to the trial."
(As recalled by one of the well wishers at David's
There is no real record of how
Retirement Party. Ed.)
long the conversation went on,
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External Studies
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I for Graduates I

Natural Resources
RGNR
THE GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN NATURAL RESOURCES
specialising in:
• Integrated Land Management
• Land Resource Allocdtion
• Renewable Resource Inventory

Agriculture
RGAG
NOW
AVAILABLE
OR HOME VIEWING;?

~-

Expand your can!er horizons contad,

Academic Secretariat
Roseworthy Agricultural CoUege
Roseworthy, South Australla 5371
Telephone: (085) 248057

THE GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN AGRICULTURE
provides for :
(a) Specialisation and updating in
particular fields of Agriculture and for
(b)Broadening one's knowledge of
Agriculture, and for
(c)Specialising in a service sy'stem of
Agriculture such as Agricultural
Extension or Farm Business Management

THESE COURSES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE INTERNALLY OVER ONE YEAR.

